


























Legislatively Approved 2013-2015 Key Performance Measures

Agency: PARKS and RECREATION DEPARTMENT

To provide and protect outstanding natural, scenic, cultural, historic and recreational sites for the enjoyment and education of present and future generations.Mission:

Legislatively Proposed KPMs Target 

2015

Most Current 

Result
Agency RequestCustomer Service 

Category

Target 

2014

Approved KPM1  - PARK VISITATION - Visitors per acre of Oregon Parks and 

Recreation Department property.

 450.00  450.00 394.00

Approved KPM2  - HERITAGE PROGRAM BENEFITS - Number of properties, sites, or 

districts that benefit from an OPRD-managed heritage program.

 2,087.00  2,087.00 1,938.00

Approved KPM3  - Grant Programs - Percent of Oregon communities that benefit from 

an OPRD-managed grant program.

 50.00  50.00 47.00

Approved KPM4  - CITIZEN SATISFACTION - Percent of Oregonians who believe that 

Oregon is doing a "Very or Somewhat Good" job of providing parks 

and natural areas and preserving Oregon's heritage.

 0.00

Approved KPM5  - PROPERTY ACQUISITION - Recreation lands index: Park lands and 

waters acquired by OPRD as a percentage of total goal. (Linked to 

Oregon Benchmark #91)

 75.00  75.00 80.00

Approved KPM6  - ALTERNATIVE CAMPING FACILITIES - Percent of alternative 

camping opportunities per total campsites available.

 0.00  0.00 4.90

Approved KPM7  - FACILITIES BACKLOG - Percent reduction in facilities backlog 

since 1999.

 80.00  82.00 76.00

Approved KPMAccuracy8  - CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – Percent of customers rating their 

satisfaction with the agency’s customer service as “good” or 

“excellent”: overall customer service, timeliness, accuracy, helpfulness, 

expertise and availability of information.

 94.00  94.00 96.00

Approved KPMAvailability of Information8  - CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – Percent of customers rating their 

satisfaction with the agency’s customer service as “good” or 

“excellent”: overall customer service, timeliness, accuracy, helpfulness, 

expertise and availability of information.

 94.00  94.00 92.00
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Most Current 
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Agency RequestCustomer Service 
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Approved KPMExpertise8  - CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – Percent of customers rating their 

satisfaction with the agency’s customer service as “good” or 

“excellent”: overall customer service, timeliness, accuracy, helpfulness, 

expertise and availability of information.

 94.00  94.00 93.00

Approved KPMHelpfulness8  - CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – Percent of customers rating their 

satisfaction with the agency’s customer service as “good” or 

“excellent”: overall customer service, timeliness, accuracy, helpfulness, 

expertise and availability of information.

 94.00  94.00 97.00

Approved KPMOverall8  - CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – Percent of customers rating their 

satisfaction with the agency’s customer service as “good” or 

“excellent”: overall customer service, timeliness, accuracy, helpfulness, 

expertise and availability of information.

 94.00  94.00 96.00

Approved KPMTimeliness8  - CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – Percent of customers rating their 

satisfaction with the agency’s customer service as “good” or 

“excellent”: overall customer service, timeliness, accuracy, helpfulness, 

expertise and availability of information.

 94.00  94.00 94.00

Approved KPM9  - STATE FAIR REPEAT ATTENDANCE - Percentage of fairgoers 

who have visited the Oregon State Fair at least once every other year.

 0.00

Approved KPM10  - EXPOSITION EVENTS - Percentage increase in annual Exposition 

Center gross revenue.

 5.00  5.00-6.00

Approved KPM11  - COMMISSION BEST PRACTICES - Percent of total best practices 

met by the State Parks and Recreation Commission.

 100.00 0.00

LFO Recommendation:
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LFO Recommends approving the agency KPM and targets with the following modifications:

 

KPM #4 - Citizen Satisfaction: Recommend discontinuing the measure, OPRD relied on a survey conducted by the Oregon Progress Board which is no longer functioning. No data has 

been available since 2008. KPM #8 is another form of measuring customer satisfaction. 

 

 

KPM #6 - Alternative Camping Facilities: Recommend discontinuing the measure as it isn't particularly meaningful. It counts yurts, cabins, and teepees. As Parks works through strategic 

planning, there may be a better way to characterize facilities use.

 

KPM #7 - Establish target so that the backlog reduction increases by 2.5% per year or 5% in a biennium. Meanwhile, since this measure related to the backlog present when Measure 66 

was passed, Parks should consider a different way of measuring deferred maintenance backlog, and is currently developing a new concept.

 

KPM #9 - Recommend eliminating the measure. OPRD no longer collects the data to report on this performance measure. The agency reports that the information is not essential for the 

operation of the Oregon State Fair and does not increase revenue to offset the increasing expenditure. Direct OPRD to establish a KPM that reflects meaningful information.

Sub-Committee Action:

The Subcommittee approved the LFO recommendations.
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